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SUMMARY: We report the discovery of a giant double-lobed (lobe-core-lobe)
radio-continuum structure associated with QSO J0443.8-6141 at z=0.72. This QSO
was originally identi¯ed during the follow-up of a sample of ROSAT All Sky Sur-
vey sources at radio and optical frequencies. With a linear size of »0.77 Mpc,
QSO J0443.8-6141 is classi¯ed as a giant radio source (GRS); based on its physical
properties, we classify QSO J0443.8-6141 as a FR II radio galaxy. High-resolution
observations are required to reliably identify GRSs; the next generation of southern-
sky radio and optical surveys will be crucial to increasing our sample of these objects.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Quasi-stellar objects (QSOs) associated with
megaparsec sized giant radio sources (GRSs) are
rare. GRSs are powerful extragalactic radio sources,
hosted by galaxies or quasars, for which the pro-
jected linear extent (PLE) of the radio structure is
& 1 Mpc (Spergel et al. 2003) | speci¯cally, the
PLE is > 0:72 Mpc, using standard cosmological pa-
rameters1. The largest known GRS is QSO J1420-
0545 with a PLE of 4.9 Mpc (Machalski et al. 2008).
Of all known GRSs, less than 10% are QSO (Ishwara-
Chandra and Saikia 1999). Ku¶ zmicz and Jamrozy
(2012) recently compiled the largest sample of gi-
ant radio quasars (GRQs) to date, which included
24 new and 21 previously-known objects. They also
calculated a number of important parameters of their
nuclei, from which they concluded that GRQs have
properties similar to quasars of smaller size. In par-
ticular, giant quasars do not have more powerful
central engines than other radio quasars. Their re-
sults are consistent with evolutionary models of ex-
tragalactic radio sources, which predict that GRSs
could be more evolved (aged) sources compared to
smaller radio quasars, and their large size simply re-
1The cosmological constants used throughout this paper are H0=67.8 kms¡1 Mpc¡1, ­m=0.27 and ­¤=0.73.
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°ects the longer time that the jets have been oper-
ating. Ku¶ zmicz and Jamrozy (2012) also noted that
the environment may not have a signi¯cant role in
the formation of large-scale radio structures. Known
QSOs associated with GRSs are mostly double-lobed
radio sources with weak, but detectable, core emis-
sion, and »70% are known to be X-ray emitters.
Such objects enable a number of astrophysical prob-
lems to be studied: probing of the intergalactic
medium at di®erent redshifts, developing orientation
dependent uni¯cation schemes, and understanding
radio source evolution.
As part of a European Southern Observa-
tory (ESO) key ¯eld program to optically iden-
tify a sub-sample of »700 ROSAT All Sky Sur-
vey (RASS) sources, Danziger et al. (1990) iden-
ti¯ed RXJ 0443.8-6141 as a QSO with redshift z =
0:72. During the initial radio follow-up of this sub-
sample at 4.8 GHz, Anderson (2002) discovered a
triple (lobe-core-lobe) radio source possibly associ-
ated with RXJ 0443.8-6141. The Australia Tele-
scope Compact Array (ATCA)2 data used for this
initial discovery was insu±cient to show if the lobes
were connected to the radio core via jet structures.
After encountering a similar problem with suspected
triple radio source PKS 0241+011, with an estimated
PLE of 2 Mpc, Nilsson and Lehto (1997) imaged
PKS 0241+011 at much higher resolution. Contrary
to the hypothesis, they found that the three radio
components of PKS 0241+011 were separate, physi-
cally unrelated sources. This highlights the need to
thoroughly investigate the radio morphologies of sus-
pected GRSs to unambiguously establish an associa-
tion with nearby optical QSOs (Savage and Cannon
1994).
To ensure that QSO J0443.8-6141 is unam-
biguously associated with both nearby radio lobes,
observations were undertaken to map the radio
morphology over a range of frequencies. This
paper presents these new radio observations, as
well as new optical and infrared observations of
QSO J0443.8-6141.
2. DATA
2.1. Radio Observations
Radio observations of QSO J0443.8-6141 were
taken with the ATCA at four frequencies: 1.38, 2.39,
4.8 and 8.64 GHz. These were divided into two sep-
arate ATCA projects: C133 contained observations
using the array con¯guration 6C at frequencies of
4.8 and 8.64 GHz; C322 contained observations using
con¯guration 6B at frequencies of 1.38 and 2.39 GHz.
Both array con¯gurations are quite sparse and make
use of a 6 km baseline, which provides high-resolution
details. However, this results in the data su®ering
from missing short spacings, reducing the amount of
extended emission that can be detected. We used
the standard continuum mode with 128 MHz band-
width divided into 32 channels of 4 MHz each. The
dual frequency ability of the ATCA allowed 1.38 and
2.39 GHz data to be recorded simultaneously in 18
cuts evenly distributed in hour angle. The simulta-
neous 4.8 and 8.64 GHz data were taken over a full
eight hour synthesis. Table 1 gives the observing log:
Observing date, ATCA antenna con¯guration, ob-
serving frequency and integration time. In addition
to our own observations, we made use of the Syd-
ney University Molonglo Sky Survey (SUMSS) data
(Bock et al. 1999) from the Molonglo Observatory
Synthesis Telescope (MOST) at 843 MHz.
Table 1. Summary of ATCA observations used to
image QSO J0443.8-6141.
Date of Array Freq. Integ. Time
Observation Con¯g. (GHz) (minutes)
12 Feb 1994 6B 1.38 55
12 Feb 1994 6B 2.39 55
4 Sep 1993 6C 4.80 485
4 Sep 1993 6C 8.64 485
2.2. Data Reduction
The miriad (Sault et al. 1995) and karma
(Gooch 1995) software packages were used for reduc-
tion and analysis of the radio-continuum data. More
information on the observing procedure can be found
in Boji· ci¶ c et al. (2007), Crawford et al. (2008a,b,
2010) and · Cajko et al. (2009). Two standard sources
were used as calibrators for creating images: Primary
calibrator 1934-638 was used for °ux and bandpass
calibration and secondary calibrator 0522-611 was
used for phase calibration.
To create the image at 1.38 GHz, all data from
the two observing sessions for project C322 (12th and
16th February 1994) were merged in the uv plane.
The dirty map was produced using multi-frequency
synthesis imaging (Sault and Wieringa 1994) with
natural weighting. To deconvolve the dirty map,
the miriad task mossdi was used. This algorithm
is suitable for deconvolving mosaics which consist of
point source emissions detected with long baselines.
The dirty map was cleaned until the side lobes of
strong point sources were no longer present. The
restored image has a synthesised beam of 11. 005 and
r.m.s. noise of 0.7 mJy/beam. The restored image at
2.39 GHz was constructed using the same procedure,
and has a synthesised beam of 7. 005 and r.m.s. noise
of 0.3 mJy/beam.
The images at 4.8 GHz and 8.64 GHz were
produced by the same procedure, using observations
combined from the two observing sessions for project
C133 (26th March and 4th September 1993). The re-
stored 4.8 GHz image has a synthesised beam size
of 3. 001£1. 007, a PA of { 4. ±2, and r.m.s. noise of
0.04 mJy/beam. The restored 8.64 GHz image has a
2http://www.narrabri.atnf.csiro.au/observing/users_guide/html/atug.html.
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synthesised beam size of 1. 0093£1. 0009, a PA of {3. ±9,
and r.m.s. noise of 0.04 mJy/beam. All images were
corrected for the attenuation of the primary beam
using the task linmos.
Additional maps were created at each fre-
quency by re-gridding the images with the task
regrid to match the size and resolution of the
1.38 GHz image, which had the poorest resolution,
thus allowing no oversampling to occur. A spectral
index map was then created using these re-gridded
maps from all four observed frequencies. This was
done using the miriad task maths, which calculated
the spectral index3 (®) of each pixel above a level of
5¾ (0.1 { 1 mJy/beam). Pixels below this level were
blanked in the spectral index map.
2.3. Infrared and Optical Observations
Infrared images centred on QSO J0443.8-6141
were extracted from the datasets of the Wide-
Field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE; Wright et al.
2010). WISE obtained all-sky surveys centred at 3.4,
4.6, 12 and 22¹m, with respective angular resolu-
tions of 6. 001, 6. 004, 6. 005 and 1200, reaching respective
average 5¾ sensitivity levels of 0.08, 0.11, 1 and 6
mJy, with sensitivity increasing towards the ecliptic
poles.
Optical images were extracted from the ESO
Online Digitized Sky Survey4. We make use of an
image from the UK Schmidt Telescope's blue band.
3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 we show radio-continuum
images of QSO J0443.8-6141 created at 1.38, 2.39
and 4.8 GHz, along with the DSS-blue and WISE
images. The spectral index map created between
1.38 and 4.8 GHz is shown in Fig. 5. From these
images, it can be seen that QSO J0443.8-6141 con-
sists of three radio structures, which appear to be the
central AGN core and two symmetrically positioned
lobes of a radio galaxy (see Table 2). In this sce-
nario, the southern jet (L2, Table 2) seems stronger
than the northern one (L1, Table 2), causing its lobe
to be located much closer to the core. Some 400 to
the east (from the central source; marked as BG2
in Table 2), we identify another point-like source as
a non-related background object with a steep spec-
tral index of ®={ 0.88§0.36. We also note its co-
identi¯cation at optical wavelengths, seen in the DSS
blue band in Fig. 3.
The greyscale in Fig. 1 shows
QSO J0443.8-6141 as it appears in the SUMSS im-
age, at a resolution of »4500. The higher resolu-
tion 1.38 GHz image shown by the contours re-
veals that there is a morphological connection be-
tween these two components seen in SUMSS. Fig. 2
shows the source at 4.8 GHz with 2.39 GHz contours
overlaid. The optical and infrared observations of
QSO J0443.8-6141 from DSS and WISE are shown
in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively overlaid with 4.8 and
2.39 GHz contours. These images reveal that the
central radio source is coincident with an optical
and infrared source. This shows that the central
radio source is the AGN core of QSO J0443.8-6141,
located within the host galaxy detected in the optical
and infrared. The absence of any optical and infrared
emission from the extended radio emission towards
the north and south of the AGN core is consistent
with the radio emission originating from two radio
lobes powered by two symmetrically positioned jets,
since no signi¯cant thermal emission is expected
from the lobes of radio galaxies. Furthermore, as
seen from the 4.8 GHz contours in Fig. 3, two com-
pact regions of radio emission can be found within
the lobes. These compact regions are typical of the
hotspots seen in Fanaro®-Riley Type II (FR II; Fa-
naro® and Riley 1974) radio galaxies. After ¯tting a
spectral index of ® = ¡0:9 to the entire radio galaxy,
we extrapolated a 178 MHz °ux density of »0.65 Jy.
At a redshift of z = 0:71, this corresponds to a lumi-
nosity of P178 MHz » 1:7£1027 WHz¡1, well above
the FR I/FR II break luminosity of 2£1025 WHz¡1.
Hence, we conclude that QSO J0443.8-6141 is a
FR II radio galaxy.
At 4.8 GHz, using a line pro¯le across the two
radio lobes, we measure the separation between the
two most distant points in the lobes detected above
5¾ as »102 arcsec. At a redshift of z = 0:72, the cos-
mological parameters used in this paper give a scale
of 7.6 kpc/arcsec. Therefore, QSO J0443.8-6141 has
a PLE of 0.77 Mpc, just large enough to be classi¯ed
as a GRS.
We divide QSO J0443.8-6141 into the three re-
gions listed in Table 2: the northern region listed
as L1 (lobe one), the central core, and southern re-
gion listed as L2 (lobe two). We also list the two
nearby unrelated sources in Table 2: the strong
compact source located to the East of the core
of QSO J0443.8-6141 listed as BG1, and the weak
source located even closer to the East of the core,
detected only at 4.8 GHz, labelled as BG2. We
measured °ux densities from each of our radio-
frequencies as well as spectral indices for each com-
ponent/region presented in Table 2. All °ux den-
sity measurements have an associated error of <10%.
However, we point out that the error in °ux density
is intensity dependent where stronger sources are as-
sociated with smaller uncertainties.
3spectral index ® is de¯ned by Sº = º®, where Sº is the integrated °ux density and º is the frequency.
4http://archive.eso.org/dss/dss
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Fig. 1. SUMMS 843 MHz (¸=36 cm) image of QSO J0443.8-6141 overlaid with ATCA contours at
1.38 GHz (¸=20 cm). The side bar shows the greyscale in units of mJy/beam. The 843 MHz and 1.38 GHz
r.m.s. noises are 2 and 0.7 mJy/beam, respectively. The 1.38 GHz contours levels are 2, 3, 5, 10, 15 and
20 mJy/beam.
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Fig. 2. ATCA observations of QSO J0443.8-6141 at 4.8 GHz (¸=6 cm) overlaid with 2.39 GHz (¸=13 cm)
contours. The sidebar shows the colour scale in units of mJy/beam. The 4.8 and 2.39 GHz r.m.s. noises are
0.04 and 0.3 mJy/beam, respectively. The 2.39 GHz contour levels are 0.9, 1.8, 2.7, 3.6, 4.5, 5.4, 6.3, 7.2,
8.1 and 9.0 mJy/beam.
Table 2. Measured °ux densities and spectral indices for three components of QSO J0443.8-6141 and two
unrelated nearby sources. All °ux density measurements have an associated error of <10%. The error in
spectral index represent a statistical uncertainty based on upper °ux density error of <10%.
Object RA Dec S0:843 S1:38 S2:39 S4:8 S8:64 ® § ¢®
(J2000) (J2000) (Jy) (Jy) (Jy) (Jy) (Jy)
Core 4h43m44.6s {61±41039. 0032 0.006 0.0063 0.0046 0.0078 0.0050 +0:0§0.2
L1 4h43m43.7s {61±40044. 0045 0.063 0.0320 0.0150 0.0083 0.0027 ¡1:3§0.2
L2 4h43m43.8s {61±42002. 0091 0.091 0.0550 0.0220 0.0074 0.0030 ¡1:5§0.2
BG1 4h43m47.1s {61±41045. 0040 | 0.0026 0.0024 0.0009 | ¡0:9§0.4
BG2 4h43m45.1s {61±41036. 0036 | | | 0.00025 | |
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Fig. 3. The DSS2-blue image (gray scale) of QSO J0443.8-6141 overlaid with 4.8 GHz (¸=6 cm) contours.
The 4.8 GHz contours levels are from 0.12 to 5 mJy/beam, in steps of 3¾ (0.12 mJy/beam).
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Fig. 4. WISE colour-composite image of QSO J0443.8-6141 overlaid with 2.39 GHz (¸=13 cm) contours.
The 2.39 GHz contour levels are 0.9, 1.8, 2.7, 3.6, 4.5, 5.4, 6.3, 7.2, 8.1 and 9.0 mJy/beam. The WISE image
uses the 3.4, 4.6 and 12 ¹m bands for blue, green and red channels, respectively.
The spectral index data (Table 2 and Fig. 5)
show that the core of QSO J0443.8-6141 has a °at
spectrum (® » 0) while the northern and south-
ern lobes have much steeper spectral indices. The
°at spectral index from the central source is what
is expected from an AGN core since the core is
dominated by the thermal emission of the accretion
disc. The steep spectral indices of the lobes are like-
wise expected since these regions mark the place in
which the relativistic jets collide with the intergalac-
tic medium causing strong non-thermal synchrotron
emission. The southern lobe L2, located closer to
the core of QSO J0443.8-6141, has a slightly steeper
spectral index of ® = ¡1:5, compared to the north-
ern lobe L1, which is located somewhat further from
the core and has a spectral index of ® = ¡1:3. This
is consistent with the hypothesis from Ku¶ zmicz and
Jamrozy (2012), suggesting that the environment of
GRQs plays little role in the morphology of the ra-
dio galaxy | L2 might be expected to have a denser
environment, and hence a °atter spectral index, but
this is not observed. QSO J0443.8-6141 may be a
radio galaxy with a complex morphology (such as a
Wide Angle Tail) for which orientation e®ects cause
di®erent geometrical projections to be observed.
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Fig. 5. Spectral index map of QSO J0443.8-6141 calculated between 1.38 and 4.8 GHz, overlaid with
2.39 GHz contours. The colour bar quanti¯es the spectral index at each pixel above 5¾ level (0:1 ¡
¡1 mJy/beam). The contour levels are the same as in Fig. 2.
4. CONCLUSION
We con¯rm the existence of a GRS associated
with QSO J0443.8-6141, which is located at a red-
shift of z = 0:72 and has a PLE of 0.77 Mpc. We
conclude from the radio morphology and radio lu-
minosity that QSO J0443.8-6141 is an FR II radio
galaxy. This identi¯cation is only made possible by
using radio observations taken at various frequencies
of di®erent resolution. While the lower frequency
data enabled accurate measurements of the total in-
tegrated °ux, and revealed the physical connection
between the AGN core and lobes, the higher fre-
quency data enabled the compact hot spots typical
of FR II galaxies to be identi¯ed. Using optical and
infrared images also enabled unrelated background
sources to be identi¯ed. Spectral index measure-
ments taken between all radio frequencies con¯rmed
these as unrelated background sources, and con¯rm
our hypothesis that QSO J0443.8-6141 is a lobe-core-
lobe GRS. Compared to the rest of the GRQ sam-
ple (Ku¶ zmicz and Jamrozy 2012), QSO J0443.8-6141
has a fairly average redshift, and is at the small end
of the scale in PLE.
Ku¶ zmicz and Jamrozy (2012) approximately
doubled the number of known GRQs using the
main northern hemisphere optical and radio surveys:
SDSS and FIRST. All of their new sources have ra-
dio data from FIRST (rather than the less sensitive
NVSS), and the new sources are generally at higher
redshift. This demonstrates the importance of high-
sensitivity, high-resolution (few arcsec) hemisphere-
scale surveys for ¯nding GRQs, in particular the
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more distant ones. Such surveys will become avail-
able in the southern hemisphere with the commis-
sioning of instruments such as ASKAP, which will
deliver few-arcsecond resolution and high sensitiv-
ity over the entire southern sky. These surveys will
be the next major step in ¯nding GRQs, although
follow-up observations over multiple frequencies may
be required to obtain the spectral index maps show
lobe-core-lobe structure.
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Originalni nauqni rad
U ovoj studiji predstav	amo otkrie
ogromne dvostruke radio-strukture koja je
povezana sa kvazarom QSO J0443.8-6141, qiji
je crveni pomak z = 0:72. Ovaj objekat je
identifikovan tokom radio i optiqkih posma-
traa poznatih ROSAT All Sky Survey izvora.
Sa veliqinom od 0.77 Mpc ovo je gigantska
radio-galaksija (GRS), FR II tipa koja se
ujedno nalazi meu uda	enijim poznatim ob-
jektima ove vrste. Posmatraa u visokoj re-
zoluciji su neophodna za detekciju ovih ob-
jekata. Oqekujemo da e pregledi junog
neba sledee generacije identifikovati ve-
liki broj ovakvih objekata.
10